Introduction
Ever since Dretske (1972) it has been argued that also standard knowledge attributions are context dpeendent. But in this, they are not alone. It is quite clear, for instance, that whether a particular attitude attribution is counted as true or not can vary from context to context. This is true, for instance, for de re belief attributions. Consider Quine's (1956) Ralph who, one evening, sees a man with a brown hat whose suspicious behaviour leads Ralph to believe that the man is a spy. This man happens to be Ortcutt. On another occasion, Ralph sees the same man at the beach, but he does not recognize him as the same man; and the thought that the man he sees at the beach is a spy does not even occur to him. Now, does Ralph believe that Ortcutt is a spy or not? That is, is the following sentence true or not?
(1) Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a spy.
It is widely assumed (e.g. Stalnaker (1988) ) that whether (1) is true or not depends crucially on the conversational context. If only the first half of the story is told, and nothing is presupposed, or salient, about Ralph's meeting of Ortcutt at the beach, (1) might intuitively be counted as true. Similarly, if only the second half of the story is told, (1) should be counted as being false. Only if both ways in which Ralph is acquainted with Ortcutt are equally salient in the conversational context, (1) doesn't seem to be (unambiguously) true nor (unambiguously) false. What is important about this example is that (1) can be true in one conversational context and false in another, although Ralph himself believes the same in both contexts.
As a second example, it is also uncontroversial that 'Knowing who' statements are context dependent. Intuitively, one knows who Pele is if one knows an appropriate complete answer to the question, To what does Pele refer to? The answer, Except for Johan Cruijff and Maradona, the best soccer player of the world seems clearly an adequate and appropriate answer (at least in one context). So if Mary can answer that question, then she knows who Pele is (at least in that context). But in that context, she may not know who Edison Arantes do Nascimento is, in the sense that she may not know who 'Edison Arantes do Nascimento' refers to, although this is the real name of Pele.
1 In this paper I will show that also knowledge attributions that involve embedded questions are context dependent, and that this context dependence involves decision problems, just as the interpretation of standard answers to questions. I will also indicate that knowledge that sentence are context dependent in a very same way. As a result, so I will argue, the analysis differs from the standard analyses by not just looking at relevant possible worlds. Instead, on this analysis the notion of finegrainedness plays an important role. I will use the framework op Optimal Assertions, introduced by Benz (2007) and developed by Benz & van Rooij (2008) to account for optimal interpretations of assertions.
Optimal answers 2.1 Context dependence of questions and answers
There has been a controversial debate about whether or not strongly exhaustive answers have a prominent status among the set of all possible answers. Groenendijk & Stokhof (? ) are the most prominent defenders of the view that they constitute the basic answer, whereas other types of answers have to be accounted for pragmatically. For a constituent question like 'Who came to the party?' a complete answer has to tell us for each person whether he or she came to the party or not. This is important for the interpretation of embedded interrogatives: If Peter knows who came to the party, then Peter knows whether John came to the party, and whether Jeff came to the party, and whether Jane came to the party, etc. The set of all possible answers is then the set of all strongly exhaustive answers. 1 On the other hand, there are so-called 'mention-some' questions like 'Where can I buy Italian wine?' the 'complete' answers of which do not seem to imply exhaustivity. Similarly, the sentence 'Peter knows where to buy an Italian wine in Amsterdm' can be true, intuitively, without it being the case that for each x Peter knows whether he can buy Italian wine at x, where x ranges over all stores in Amsterdam. For reasons like this van Rooij (2003a,b,c) proposed that the conventional meaning of a question (and its answers) is underspecified, and that the exact meaning is determined by means of context, in particular, by means of the relevant decision problem. In Benz & van Rooij (2008) this analysis is embedded in the game theoretic setting of Optimal Assertionss: what is expressed by an interrogative sentence, and what is implied by its answers, depends on the decision problem at stake in the conversation. It was argued that thus the truth value of the whole sentence 'John knows where he can buy an Italian wine' depends on Peter's decision problem as well. In this paper we will argue that the meaning of the embedded question depends not only on Peter's decision problem, but also on what is relevant to the participants of a conversation.
Decision problems
Let Ω be the set of all possible states of the worlds. For simplicity we restrict our considerations to situations with countable many possibilities, i.e. to countable Ωs. 1 If Ω is a set of possible worlds with the same domain D, and [[φ] ] v denotes the extension of predicate φ in v, then a strongly exhaustive answer to question ?x.φ(x) is a proposition of the form We represent an agent's expectations about the world by a probability distribution over Ω, i.e. a real valued function P : Ω −→ R with the following properties: (1) P (v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ Ω and (2) the sum of all P (v) equals 1. For sets A ⊆ Ω we set P (A) = v∈A P (v). Hence P (Ω) = 1. We represent the agent's preferences over outcomes of actions by a real valued utility function over action-world pairs. We collect these elements in the following structure: Definition 2.1 A decision problem is a triple (Ω, P ), A, U such that (Ω, P ) is a countable probability space, A a finite, non-empty set and U : A × Ω −→ R a function. A is called the action set, and its elements actions. U is called a payoff or utility function.
Let us now assume that our agent, Ann, faces a decision problem, i.e. she wonders which of the alternative actions in A she should choose. It is standard to assume that rational agents try to maximise their expected utilities. The expected utility of an action a is defined by:
(2.1)
Suppose that Ann receives some information, e.g. proposition C. In probability theory the effect of learning a proposition C is modelled by conditional probabilities. Let H be any proposition, e.g. the proposition that one sells Italian wine at the station. H collects all possible worlds in Ω where this sentence is true. Let C be some other proposition, e.g. the answer given by Bob. Then, the probability of H given C, written P (H|C), is defined by:
This is only well-defined if P (C) = 0. In terms of this conditional probability function, we can now define the expected utility of a after learning C by:
Assuming that Ann is a utility maximizer, it can be expected that after Ann learned C, Ann will choose that action which maximizes the expected utility after learning C, i.e. max a EU (a|C).
Support problems and optimal assertions
Ann, the hearer, learned C from somebody else, a speaker. Assuming that a speaker is rational as well, he chose to inform Ann of that proposition which he thinks is most useful to give. Instead of hearer and speaker, we will from now on talk about the decision maker, D, and the expert, E. The decision maker has a decision problem, (Ω, P D ), A, U and we will assume for simplicity that this problem is common knowledge (perhaps after she asked a question). In order to get a model for the questioning and answering situation we have to add a representation for the answering expert's situation. In principle this involves a whole decision problem for the expert. For reasons of simplicity, however, we will assume that the expert's utility function coincides with that of the decision maker, and only add a probability distribution P E that represents his expectations about the world: 3 Definition 2.2 A support problem is a five-tuple Ω, P E , P D , A, U such that (Ω, P E ) and (Ω, P D ) are countable probability spaces, and (Ω, P D ), A, U is a decision problem. We call a support problem well-behaved if (1) for all A ⊆ Ω : P D (A) = 1 ⇒ P E (A) = 1 and (2) for x = D, E and all a ∈ A :
v∈Ω P x (v) × U (a, v) < ∞. The first condition for well-behavedness is included in order to make sure that E's answers cannot contradict D's beliefs. It implies that for sets A, B ⊆ Ω: P E (A) = 1 ⇒ P D (A) > 0 and P D (A|B) = 1 & P E (B) = 1 ⇒ P E (A) = 1. The second condition in the definition is there in order to keep the mathematics simple.
A support problem represents just the fixed static parameters of the answering situation. We assume that D's decision does not depend on what she believes that E believes. Hence her epistemic state (Ω, P ) represents just her expectations about the actual world. E's task is to provide information that is optimally suited to support D in her decision problem. Hence, E faces himself a decision problem, where his actions are the possible answers. The utilities of the answers depend on the way how they influence D's final choice. We look at the dependencies in more detail. We find two successive decision problems:
We assume that the answering expert E is fully cooperative and wants to maximise D's final success. Hence, E's payoff is identical with D's (our representation of the Cooperative Principle). E has to choose his answer in such a way that it optimally contributes towards D's decision. Due to our assumption that D's information is mutually known, E is able to calculate how D will decide. Hence, we represent the decision process as a sequential two-person game with complete coordination of preferences. We find a solution, i.e. optimal answers and choices of actions by calculating backward from the final outcomes. The following model will be worked out using standard techniques of game and decision theory. We concentrate on ideal dialogue.
Calculating optimal answers by backward induction
D's decision situation First we have to consider the final decision problem of D.
In the previous section we have determined the expected utility after learning A by:
If the decision maker D tries to maximise expected utilities by her choice, it follows that she will only choose actions that belong to {a ∈ A | EU Ω,P D (a, A) is maximal }. In addition we assume that D has always a preference for one action over the other, or that there is a mutually known rule that tells D which action to choose if this set has more than one element. In this case we can write a A for this unique element. In short, we assume that the function A → a A , for P D (A) > 0, is known to E. E's decision situation According to our assumption, questioning and answering is a game of complete coordination (Principle of Cooperation). We have implemented this assumption by taking E's payoff function to be identical with D's payoff function U . In order to maximise his own payoff, E has to choose an answer such that it induces D to take an action that maximises their common payoff. We use definition (1.1) for calculating the expected utility of an answer A ⊆ Ω. With a A as defined above we get:
We add here a further Gricean maxim, the Maxim of Quality.
We call an answer admissible if P E (A) = 1. The Maxim of Quality is represented by the assumption that the expert E does only give admissible answers. This means that he believes them to be true. For a support problem s = Ω, P E , P D , A, U we set:
Hence, the set of optimal answers for s is given by:
Assuming that the expert is making an optimal assertion, the inquirer can conclude from E's assertion that A that she is in a support problem s where it holds that A ∈ Op s . Because, by assumption, she knows already E's utility function, D can learn a lot about what kind of worlds E takes to be probable. We have argued that an informed speaker can and should use backward induction to determine which answer he should give. Notice that by our use of backward induction, the informed speaker assumes that the hearer will perform that act which has the highest expected utility after she has updated her belief by standard Bayesian conditionalization with the semantic meaning of the answer. This doesn't mean, however, that the hearer just interprets the answer simply at face value: On the assumption that the speaker is informed of her own decision problem and chooses his answer by making use of backward induction, the hearer can conclude more from the answer than just its standard semantic meaning.
We saw that an answer must be an element of Op s for any support problem s = Ω, P E , P D , A, U . If we assume that E has complete knowledge of all relevant facts, then it follows that for the actual world w it holds that P E (w) = 1. But let's consider only the weaker assumption that E knows which action a ∈ A is optimal:
( 2.7) Let's assume that E answered A, then the decision maker D knows that E s answer is optimal, i.e. that A ∈ Op s , hence that:
From this I can infer that:
Interesting about this inference is that although E determines via backwards induction what he should assert by making use of naive Bayesian updating on the hearer's side, the speaker in fact realizes that on the basis of this assumption I will update her beliefs via a more sophisticated method than conditionalization.
3 Decision problems and embedded questions
Mentions some questions
In the last section we showed that the actual interpretation of an answer can be calculated from the fact that this answer is optimal. Before we consider the interpretation of embedded questions, let us first look at what our analysis predicts for standard mention-some questions. Let us consider the mention-some question in (2) in the natural situation. The answer (SE) is called strongly exhaustive; it tells us for every location whether they sell Italian wine or not. The answers (A) and (B) are called mention-some answers.
We denote by a, b the actions of going to the station and going to the Bijenkorf. There may be other actions too. Let A ⊆ Ω be the set of worlds where one sells Italian wine at the station, and B ⊆ Ω where one sells Italian wine at the Bijenkorf. We represent the payoffs just as in the previous section: For every possible action c ∈ A the utility value is either 1 (success) or 0 (failure); especially we assume that
It is easy to see that EU D (A) = EU D (SE) and it similarly holds that EU D (B) = EU D (SE). This shows that for the inquirer it doesn't matter which information -exhaustive or not -she receives, as long as it is true. Thus, all the answers are equally useful with respect to conveyed information and the inquirer's goals. What we have to show now, however, is that all answers are equally optimal for the answering expert. We will show that EU E (A) = EU E (B) = EU E (SE) = 1 if A, B and SE are admissible answers, and thus known to be true by the expert.
We start with answer A: If E knows that A, then A is an optimal answer. If learning A induces I to choose action a, i.e. if a A = a, then the proof is very simple:
Clearly, no other answer could yield a higher payoff. Obviously, also B is optimal if E knows that B. The same result follows for any stronger answer, including the strongly exhaustive answer SE, A ∧ B or A ∧ ¬B. This shows that their expected utilities are all equal as long as they are admissible answers. Hence, all these answers are equally good and E can freely choose between them.
Context-dependence of embedded questions
Let us now see whether our analysis of optimal answers is relevant for the interpretation of embedded questions as well. At first it might seems that this cannot be the case. Consider As argued for in the previous sections, the first sentence is true if Peter knows any place where he can buy Italian wine. If the set of optimal answers is identical with the meaning of the embedded sentence, however, then we should expect that (3a) has the same meaning as (3b). Intuitively, however, this is not the case: if the price of the wine counts as well, although is only of marginal importance, for (3b) to be true, Peter has to know not only that he can buy Italian wine in a certain store, but also that he can't buy this wine cheaper in any other place.
Still, we will argue that we can account for this distinction by making the meaning of (3a), but not that of (3b), depend on what is relevant in the conversational situation. In the following we present a number of examples that strongly suggest that this is the correct way to proceed. If the only relevant property of stores is the fact that they sell Italian wine, then any mention-some answer is an optimal answer, and the only thing that can be inferred from the fact that Peter knows an optimal answer is the fact that he knows some place where it is possible to buy Italian wine. But if there are more relevant properties, we get different interpretations, including interpretations where it is implied that Peter knows where he can best buy Italian wine.
The following examples should all be read in the context where Peter, the office assistant, was sent to buy Italian wine for an evening dinner.
(4) In the afternoon Ann tells Bob that Peter went shopping but that he returned without wine. Bob gets very angry about it.
Ann: Maybe, it was not his fault.
Bob: Oh, Peter knows where he can buy Italian wine.
(5) In the afternoon Ann tells Bob that Peter bought some Italian wine but it was obviously completely overpriced. Bob gets very angry about it.
(6) In the afternoon Ann tells Bob that Peter bought some Italian wine but it took a long time because he went to one of the wine shops in the centre and he was caught in the city traffic. Bob gets very angry about it.
In (4) we get the same interpretation as in (3a). In (5) and (6), however, there are other things that count as well. In (5) "Peter, knows where he can buy Italian wine" must intuitively be interpreted as meaning that he knows a place where he can buy it cheaply, while from (6) we can conclude that Peter knows a place close by where he can avoid the traffic in the city.
Accounting for the examples
As illustrated with examples (4), (5) , and (6), knowledge attributions involving embedded questions depend crucially on context. In particular, it depends on which attributes are relevant in the conversational situation.
If we want to apply the game theoretic model of optimal answers to the semantics of embedded interrogatives, we have first to decide whose role, i.e. the expert's or the interrogator's, Peter takes in a sentence like: Peter knows where to buy Italian wine.
The following examples indicate that he takes the expert's role: As before we assume here that the answering expert (Peter) knows all relevant facts, i.e. we assume that (2.7) holds. This implies that:
the set of worlds where action a is optimal. Then we say that E knows what to do in a given support problem s = Ω, P E , P D , A, U if ∃a ∈ A : P E (O s (a)) = 1. Notice that this means that if we look only at the embedded question 'What should John do?', we might give it the following representation: {O s (a) | a ∈ A}. In the case of our example (3a) in the situation as described before, for example, it results in {{w 1 , w 3 }, {w 2 , w 3 }}. In w 1 and w 3 , one of the optimal actions is going to the station, while in w 2 and w 3 one of the best actions is going to the Bijenkorf. In this model of (3a) we assumed that Peter doesn't care where he should go to (in Amsterdam), as long he goes to a place where he can buy Italian wine at that place. In that case, (3a) and (3b) are actually equivalent. But now suppose that in w 3 , it is closer to walk to the station than to walk to the Bijenkorf: U (a, w 3 ) > U (b, w 3 ). We may then assume our tourist to prefer to walk to the station in w 3 . So, in that case, the Bijenkorf is not one of the best places to walk to in w 3 , and the question 'What is the best action to do?' is not represented by {{w 1 , w 3 }, {w 2 , w 3 }}, but rather by {{w 1 , w 3 }, {w 2 }}. In this case we know that Peter's actual utility function depends on (i) whether one sells Italian wine at that place, and (ii) how far it is to walk to that place. However, in a particular conversational context, it might be common ground among the conversational partners that only one of those -the first one, for instance -really counts. In such a situation (3a) can still be counted as true in w 3 , although Peter takes w 2 to be a possible alternative. Notice that in this case (3b) is intuitively counted as false, because by mentioning 'best' the utility function looks at all attributes that Peter considers relevant himself.
If two conversational situations differ in what is considered to be relevant by the interlocutors, then this defines two different support problems. Hence, if we ask whether it is true in a world w that Peter knows where he can buy Italian wine, then we have to consider w together with a support problem. Let s = Ω, P E , P D , A, U be a given support problem and w ∈ Ω. We can then say that E knows where he can buy Italian wine is true in (w, s) iff ∃a (P E (O s (a)) = 1 ∧ P E (w) > 0). But, as we assume that the expert knows all relevant facts, the last condition is always true. The difference between the truth values of (3a) and (3b) is then due to the difference of the associated support problems. The effect of best in E knows where he can best buy Italian wine is to accommodate additional attributes which we would not consider if we read E knows where he can buy Italian wine. 8 4 Knowledge that 4 
.1 Context dependence and decision problems
Until now we considered knowledge where attributions. It seems intuitively clear that knowledge who, and knowledge what behave in very much the same way: also here the interpretation seems to depend on what is at stake. More interesting is the questions whether our analysis of optimal assertions can account for the context dependence of knowledge that attributions as well, and in what sense the resulting analysis differs from the standard analyses.
Suppose Peter is at the zoo next to the zebra cage with his son. The zebras are in plain view and when his son asks him what they are, Peter tells him. It make all sense for us to say that Peter knows that they are zebras. Still, Peter can't really rule out completely that they are not mules cleverly disguised by the zoo authorities to look like zebras. Dretske (1970) suggests that although Peter can't he still knows that the animals he saw were zebras. It is perhaps not true anymore, however, when the possibility that they are cleverly disguised mules is brought up. Thus, the meaning of knowledge that attributions are context dependent.
But not just any context dependence will do for 'know'. For instance, although there is some similarity with gradable adjectives like 'tall', Stanley (2004) quite clearly showed that there are important disanalogies as well. Whereas 'tall' allows for modifiers (very), fits well in comparatives, and is sensitive to comparison classes ('the fly is tall, but the elephant is not'), 'know' does not. This is all just to show that the context dependence won't consist in relating the meaning of the word with respect to a particular scale. But that leaves open many other alternatives.
According to the standard context-dependent analysis (e.g. Lewis, 1996) , Peter knows A is true iff Peter can rule out all (relevant) ¬A worlds. It depends on context what the relevant ¬A worlds are. Thus, know(p, A) is true in w for modal model M iff for all of Peter's epistemically accessible worlds v it holds that, if v is among the (most) relevant worlds, A must be true in v (and M ). It depends on the conversational context what are the (most) relevant alternative worlds. The sentence 'Peter knows that he looks at zebras' is true because worlds where he looks at cleverly disguised mules are not considered.
If one determines relevance with respect to decision problems, a slightly different picture arises. Suppose that the relevant decision problem is which action in A should be chosen. In that case it seems most natural to say that John knows A is true in w (and M ) iff this entails that he knows which action in A he should choose. Thus, just like for knowledge-where attributions, it is natural to assume that in terms of the Optimal Assertion framework, Peter plays the expert role.
Let s = Ω, P E , P D , A, U be a given support problem and w ∈ Ω, where Peter is the expert. The above discussion suggests that Know(p, A) is true in (w, s) iff ∃a (P E (O s (a)) = 1 ∧ P E (w) > 0). But this seems much too weak: the truth of the knowledge attributions seems to be independent of (the semantic value of) A. There is an obvious way, however, to make the embedded sentence relevant: it should be the case that A 'corresponds' somehow to the optimal action in the support problem. The natural idea would be to say that Peter knows that there is water in the bathtub really means (in this context) that Peter knows that he looks at zebras rather than lions, because in the relevant support problem two actions are at stake: a and b, and a is best iff it are zebras (or cleverly disguised mules) that he looks at, and b is best iff it are lions. Thus, the actions correspond with alternative sentences, and Know(p, A)
is true iff the knowledge attributions with the alternatives are false. In this sense the analysis is close to Schaffer's (2004) contrastive analysis of knowledge attributions.
Notice that context-change might influence the truth of knowledge attributions. If the support problem were more fine-grained, involving also an action c that is better than a in mules-worlds, but worse than a in zebra-worlds, Peter doesn't know anymore that he is looking at zebras, meaning that he wouldn't know anymore which action is preferred in all worlds of the relevant decision problem. Thus, even if nothing changed about Peter's knowledge, the truth of the knowledge attribution might still change. Thus, if the stakes higher, more actions become relevant, and it is more difficult for the knowledge attribution to be true.
Granularity
In the previous section I suggested that indistinguishability, and thus, coarse-grainedness, plays a role in knowledge attributions. But we haven't been very clear yet about the semantics. If we want to account for knowledge, and knowledge attributions, we have to consider modal models with Peter's epistemic accessibility relation R p . But some modal models make more fine-grained distinctions than others. In one modal model, M , we don't distinguish situations, or worlds, where the animals Peter sees are zebras or mules cleverly disguised in that way, while in another more fine-grained model, M , we do. Let M be a model in which we don't distinguish zebra-worlds from mulesworlds. Then we would like to say that Peter knows that he looks at zebras is true with respect to M iff in all 'worlds' v in M that are epistemically accessible to Peter it is true that he looks at zebras. But recall that v is now a coarse-grain world, i.e. not really a single world, but stands proxy for a set of worlds. How do we determine these coarse-grained worlds, and under what circumstances is a sentence true in such a world?
We will first consider the last question, but ignore for the moment the possible worlds. Rather than looking at when a sentence is true in a coarse-grained world according to a modal model, we will first look at the parallel question when a predicate is true of a coarse-grained 'individual' in a model.
In natural language we conceptualize and describe the world at different levels of granularity. Hobbs (1985) argues that to represent or conceptualize the world at a coarser-grained level, we can just restrict ourselves by looking only at the relevant predicates of our original language. Consider a model M = D, I for the firstorder language L, and take L to be a sublanguage of L containing only its 'relevant' predicates. In terms of the monadic predicates of L we can now define an equivalence relation '∼ L ' with respect to language L : a ∼ L b iff a, b ∈ D M and for all monadic predicates P of L : M |= P (a) ⇔ M |= P (b). 2 In terms of this equivalence relation, Hobbs (1985) Hobbs (1985) appealingly suggests to account for type-identity as identity at a more coarse-grained level of description. He so explains why we cannot say 'A Ford Falcon was heading south on U.S. 101, went out of control, and crashed into the same car' to mean that it hit another Ford Falcon. The reason is that type-level identity is just indistinguishability, but only restricted to distinguishable predicates that are relevant. Unfortunately, Lasersohn (2000) showed that the truth definition at the coarse-grained level proposed by Hobbs (1985) does not capture the intuitive motivation. It is clear that (i) 'I own a Ford Falcon. The same car is owned by Enzo.' should be interpreted with respect to a coarse-grained model. According to Hobbs' construction, M ≤ M just in case if for every monadic predicate P ∈ L , if P ([a]) is true in coarse-grained model M , it has to be the case that P (b) is true in fine-grained model M , for every b ∈ [a]. However, it is clear that in (i) the predicates 'Owned by me' and 'Owned by Enzo' are relevant, and thus part of L . Because in M it is the same car that has both of these properties, Hobbs' construction falsely predicts that every token of this car should have both properties in M as well.
Instead of making use of universal quantification as proposed by Hobbs (1985) , why not make use of existential quantification? We assume a surjective function f from the domain of M , D M , to the domain of coarser-grained model M , D M , 3 that preserves each relevant predicate P : if x ∈ P M , then f (x) ∈ P M . The other direction follows by contraposition: if x ∈ P M , then there is no y ∈ f −1 (x) such that y ∈ P M . To capture the idea of simplification, or coarsening, it is natural to assume that f is not injective: it might be that f (x) = f (y), although x = y. Of course, we want refinements to preserve all the predicates and relations of the restricted language L , but this preservation is now stated as follows: M ≤ L M just in case if x ∈ P M , then ∃y ∈ f −1 (x) ∈ P M , for each P ∈ L . But is it not problematic that the predicates 'Owned by me' and 'Owned by Enzo' are both relevant, and thus part of L ? Yes, and no! Yes, if one wants the logic of M to be the same as the logic of the finest-grained M . But no, if one is more flexible here. In particular, if we don't mind that at coarse grained M for some sentences A it might hold that A is both true and false. To account for this feature, I will define two notions of truth simultaneously: a notion of weak truth and a notion of strong truth. 4 Intuitively, it is the notion of weak truth that we are after, but it is convenient to state this notion partly in terms of the strong notion. In general, the weak and strong truth conditions of sentences in course-grained model M are simultaneously defined in terms of their truth conditions in fine-grained model M and function f as follows (where we make use of the substitution analysis for simplicity and where a is the unique name of a):
of A corresponding to the surjective function f ) but not necessarily the other way around. As it turns out, the weak logic at M is rather like Priest's (1979) Logic of Paradox.
Knowledge attributions again
Back to our modal models. The indistinguishability relation should now be one between worlds. Thus, a modal model consists now of coarse-grained worlds and a sentence is strong or weakly true with respect to such a coarse-grained world (given a more fine-grained modal model and the surjective function f ). The parallelism can be highlighted by making use of two-sorted logic: worlds are just seen as arguments of predicates, and we say that atomic proposition q is (weakly) true in coarse-grained
Now we have to decide how the indistinguishability relation between worlds is determined. The idea is that this indistinguishability relation is determined by the support problem s. We don't distinguish worlds where the utility ordering of actions in A s (the actions in s) is the same with respect to U s (D's utility function in s).
. As for the above example, two worlds u and v that are exactly alike except that Peter looks at zebras in v and at cleverly disguised mules in u are considered to be irrelevantly different with respect to A and U , i.e. u ≈ s v, iff the utility orderings of the actions in A are the same. Now we say that Know(p, A) is (weakly) true in v of coarse-grained modal model
. This is a very weak notion: if Peter cannot distinguish zebras from mules cleverly disguised to look like zebras, it predicts that Peter also knows that the animals he sees are cleverly disguised mules. But, then, it is not true at coarse-grained world w that we were after; we wanted to determine when the knowledge attribution is true with respect to our fine-grained world w. The idea is that the truth or falsity of this attribution is determined via the truth or falsity of the attribution of the coarse-grained model, but that doesn't mean that it is equated with it. In particular, if in w it are zebras Peter is looking at, we should predict that the attribution that "Peter knows that the animals he sees are cleverly disguised mules" is false. This can be done by assuming not only that the knowledge attribution is true in coarse-grained world w as seen above, but also that the embedded sentence is true in fine-grained world w (one might call this an implementation of Lewis's (1996) rule of actuality). 5 In what sense is this different from just restricting the worlds as Lewis proposed? Indeed, it is closely related with it. The Lewisian strategy would be to stay with one pointed modal model Ω, w, R, D, I (where w ∈ Ω represents the actual world and where R p is Peter's epistemic accessibility relation), but when interpreting a knowledge claim, one only looks at those epistemically accessible worlds that are most relevant. The actual world w is obviously among the relevant worlds, but which other worlds should be in there as well? In terms of our framework, I would like to make the following proposal (which we already argued for implicitly): just as with knowledge-where attributions, also for knowledge-that attributions it is Peter that functions as the expert (at least with respect to the issue at stake). Now look again at our definition of a support problem in section XXX:
Definition 4.1 A support problem is a five-tuple Ω, P E , P D , A, U such that (Ω, P E ) and (Ω, P D ) are countable probability spaces, and (Ω, P D ), A, U is a decision problem. We call a support problem well-behaved if (1) for all A ⊆ Ω : P D (A) = 1 ⇒ P E (A) = 1 and (2) for x = D, E and all a ∈ A :
v∈Ω P x (v) × U (a, v) < ∞. What is important for now is the first constraint for support problems to be wellbehaved: for all A ⊆ Ω : P D (A) = 1 ⇒ P E (A) = 1. By our assumption that E is an expert (with respect to the relevant issue), it seems only natural to say that the expert knows A if P E (A) = 1. But this means that if E considers a world epistemically possible, this also holds for D. It follows that the set of epistemically possible worlds for the expert (at least as far what is relevant for D's decision problem) is a subset of the set of epistemically possible worlds for the decision maker. For knowledge attributions I think it is natural to assume that D's decision problem represents the decision problem of at least one of the participant of the conversation. But this means that all the worlds that D takes to be possible are also worlds that are compatible with what is presupposed by the participants of the conversation. Thus, if E considers a world epistemically possible, this world is also compatible with what is presupposed by the participants of the conversation. It follows that if a world is incompatible with what is presupposed by the participants of the conversation, this world is also not among E's epistemically possible worlds.
Of course, this need not really be the case in general: Peter does not know everything we presuppose. But my claim is that this is the case as long as we limit ourselves to what is relevant in the conversational situation. Putting this all together, this comes down to the proposal that in the context of support problem s, the set of relevant possible worlds in a conversational situation is just the the set of worlds that are compatible with what we presuppose, which might be thought of as the following set: {w ∈ W : P D (w) > 0}. And this helps: even if Peter cannot distinguish zebras from cleverly disguised mules, if we presuppose that the animals Peter looks at are zebras, the knowledge attributions that Peter knows that it are zebras that he looks at is counted as true as well.
What is the relation between Lewis's analysis (with the assumption that world v is taken to be irrelevant iff P D (v) = 0) and ours? Obviously, the two come down to the same iff there is a one to one correspondence between the worlds that have a nonzero probability w.r.t. P D and the coarse-grained worlds determined by the support problem s. I take this to be the typical case, which means that the two indeed give rise to the same predictions in these case. But perhaps our analysis does something extra: it looks in addition to what the agent (Peter) thinks from his own perspective.
